**IM hockey defender, Phi Gamma Delta drops playoff to Lambda Chi Alpha**

by Don Baudek

The final week of the playoff tournament in L.H. Hockey saw the defending champion P.G.D. and runner-up from last year, Senior House fall to Lambda Chi Alpha and Theta Chi respectively.

In the Phi Gamma Delta-Lambda Chi Alpha game, the P.G.D. fell 6-3 to a Lambda Chi team led by Steve Doolittle ’64, Dennis Burns ’63 and Jack Lynch ’63. The Theta Chi-Senior House game was closer yet, with two overtime periods played, and Theta Chi eventually winning on Bill Johnson’s goal.

In other action this past week, Sigma Chi crushed Sigma Nu 11-0, with Mark Hansen ’65 getting the hat trick along with five assists. Graduate House remained undefeated by pushing past N.H.S. 6-0. Theta Delta Chi edged on a forfeit over Beta Tau, and Beacon Street Athletic Club pushed past Delta Upsilon in the same manner.

Games which highlighted action this past week included Theta Chi vs. Theta Chi and Graduate House vs. Lambda Chi in the quarter-finals of the tournament. During the regular season, Graduate House and Lambda Chi Alpha tied 4-4 and Theta Chi and Theta Delta Chi also tied 4-4.

Events this week included Lambda Chi Alpha 3, Phi Gamma Delta 2, Senior House 1, Graduate House 0 and Sigma Chi 0. Signature was Sigma Chi v. Sigma Nu 0.

---

**How They Did**

Norwich 1356-MIT (F) 1412

Pineal 1363-Guest Guard 1215

Skiing

MIT wins dual at Syracuse

M.T. — Seton Hall 0

U.S.C. — MIT 0

Trinity — MIT 4

Trinity — M.P. 3

Track

M.T. 75 — UNH 38

UNH 58 — M.P. 52

Wrestling

Dartmouth 20 — MIT 6

M.P. 6 — Dartmouth 4

Riflemen set MIT record on international targets in 1314-1282 win over BU

The Tech riflemen shot a new school record on international targets while beating Boston University 1314-1282 at the MIT range Thursday night. In an away match at Norwich University Saturday morning, MIT suffered its first loss in the New England League which uses regular targets. 1435-1412.

Thursday’s action was highlighted by the shooting of George Olah ’64, 287; Karl Frederick ’64, 266; Joe Boling ’64, 266; and Dave Hamada ’65, 265; followed up by Jim Dowdward ’65, 263, and Jim Bridgeman ’63, 259. The five high Techmen in Saturday’s match and car buffs around and in showrooms in their cars.

More proof of the exciting things that happen at Ford Motor Company to bring brighter ideas and better-built cars to the American Road.

---

**SUPERIORITY COMPLEX NOW SELLING FOR .50**

So you're not a football hero, a big Brain, or a hot Hot-rodder. You can still be top man in the Giri Department... if you let SHORT CUT take control of your top! It'll shape up, the toughest crew cut, brush cut, any cut, give it life, body, manageability. Give you the best-looking hair around—and a feeling of natural superiority.

So get with it! Get Old Spice SHORT CUT Hair Groom by Shulton—tubed or jar, only .50 plus tax.

---

**Good news for aficionados of medium-cubed V-8’s who prefer to remain shiftless!**

Four-on-the-floor is fine but not everyone’s cup of tea. If you’re an automatic devotee, we think you’ll be cheered by what Ford Motor Company transmission engineers have designed in the way of exciting goodies to go with our new hotter V-8 mills in the medium-displacement class. It’s a spanking new 3-speed automatic drive that adds more hustle without extra muscle in Comet, Fairlane and Ford models for ’64. Among its many virtues: less awkwardness... fewer parts... smoother take-offs... up to 35% more go in Low... extra braking in downhill work... whisper-quiet in Neutral... quarterback-style passing performance!

The men at Ford who design such intricacies as transmissions are not just walking slide rules or talking computers. They’re men who get excited about cars and the fun of driving them. They enjoy meeting challenges like “Design a new automatic drive with 4-speed stick-shift performance built right in.” Frankly, they are among the most exciting goodies to go with our new V-8s. So you can still be top man in the Giri Department... if you let SHORT CUT take control of your top!